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THOM'S CONJECTURE ON SINGULARITIES

OF GRADIENT VECTOR FIELDS

BY FUMIO ICHIKAWA

1. Introduction.

In [3], R. Thorn gave the following conjecture.

CONJECTURE. Let f ( x ) be a germ of real analytic function at the origin
and let ^ί^grad f ( x ) be the gradient vector field of f ( x ) with respect to

the ordinary Riemannian metric on Rn. If an integral curve g(t} of X tends to
the origin OeT?71, then there exists a unique tangential direction \imt^+oog(t)/\g(t)\.

Thorn proved the case where f ( x ) is a homogeneous polynomial and for the
general case he gave an outline of a proof. In this paper, we give a partial
answer to the above problem. The essential idea of our proof is the same as
Thorn's one (see [3]).

Let f ( x ) : (Rn, 0)-»(/?, 0) be a germ of analytic function. And we express
f(x) in the form

where Pm(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m.
We define the cone spectrum Sp(Pm) as follows:

i g — j~~~r~ » » •••»

Obviously, Sp(Pm) is a cone algebraic set and it contains Oe/?n.
In this paper, we prove the following theorem.

THEOREM. Let f(x)—Pk(x)+Pk+ι(x)+- be a real analytic function germ at
If άimSp(Pk)^lf then any integral curve of grad/(#) which tends to

has a unique tangential direction at the origin.

Remark. We see later on that the condition dimSp(Pk)<Ξ,l is equivalent to
that the restricted function Pk \sn-i of Pk(x) to the unit sphere Sn~l has only
isolated singularities. Thus, the above condition is a generic property on the
initial term of /(*).
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COROLLARY. In the two dimensional case, Thorn's conjecture holds.

2. Lojasiewicz's Theorem and Blowing up of vector field.

The proof of our theorem is based on two important theorems. One is
Lojasiewicz's theorem on analytic gradient vector fields and the other is Takens's
blowing up construction of singularities of vector fields.

Now, for its importance we start with recalling them.

LEMMA 2.1. Let f ( x ) be a real analytic function defined on a neighbourhood
U of a^Rn and /(α)=0. Then, there exists 0<#<1 such that

in some neibourhood of

The proof can be found in Lojasiewicz [1] ρp92.

THEOREM 2.2. (Lojasiewicz) Let f ( x ) be a real analytic function defined on
a neibourhood U of Rn and let A denote the set f~l(ΰ)Γ\U. If an integral curve

of grad/U) tends toward A, then g(t) tends to a unique point of A.

Proof. Let g(t)=(gι(t), gz(t), ••• , gn(t)} denote the integral curve of grad/U)
with g(Q)=x, x<=U i.e.

and

Now, easily we have

:0. (1)

On the other hand, if g(t) tends to a point a^A, then from Lemma 2.1,
there exists 0<0<1 such that

I grad /<*)!£ I /(*)!»

in some neibourhood of a^U.
Then, the length of integral curve g(t) from t— 0 to t= m is estimated as

follows :

(d/dt)f(g(ty)
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l-θ

Here, from (1) we note that f(g(t)) is an increasing function and limt^+00f(g(t))
— /(α)= 0, thus f(g(t))<Q. If the ω-limit set of g(f) contains two or more points,
then the length of integral curve g(t) must be «>. This contradicts the above
estimation. Π

From Theorem 2.2, we can easily obtain the following.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let Mn be a real analytic Riemannian manifold of dimen-
sion n and f : Mn-*R be a real analytic function on Mn. Then, every integral
curve g(t) of grad /(#) has unique a-limit and ω-limit points. Moreover, the
points limt^+00g(t) and lim{_..oog(0 are singular points of /(%).

Next, we recall the blowing-up construction of vector field. For more
details see Takens [2],

THEOREM 2.4. (Takens [2]) Let X be a C°°-vector field on Rn with X(0)=0. Let
Φ : Sn~lxR-^Rn be a C^-mapping defined by Φ(xlf ••• , xn, r)=(rxίt ••• , rxn) where
(xι> "•> XH) with Σ?=ι^?— 1 2S the coordinate system of Sn~l. Then there exists
a C^-vector field X such that Φ*(X}—X.

For the purpose of our proof, we repeat shortly the outline of Takens's proof.

Proof. From a direct calculation we have

Σ <VtJ, X>VΪ} (2)

where R, VtJ are the vector fields on Rn given by

and < , > denotes the inner product of Rn.
We define the vector fields ft and V τ j on Sn'1xR by

Then, we have

Φ*(β)=R and

Now, it is clear that the vector field
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satisfies the required condition Φ*(X}—X. Π

Remark. If the (& — l)-jet of J£ at the origin equals 0, in other words the
degree of initial term of X is k, then we set

__ Then X is also C°°-vector field on Sn~lxR and the integral curves of X and
X coincide as sets. Thus the ω-limit sets of X and X coincide. We say that
X is the blowing-up of X at

3. The proof of theorem.

Now, let f(x)=Pk+Pk+ι+ •••: (Rn, O)^/?, 0) be a real analytic function
germ. Then the blowing-up vector field X of grad/(» is given by:

Then the restriction of vector field X to S^xfO} is given by

2 Σ <Fι;, gradP*>ΐV (3)
t,^=l

We denote the above vector field (3) by XQ.

LEMMA 3.1. Let f(x)=Pk+Pk+ι+ ••• and X and XQ be as above. Then

where Sn~l has the ordinary Riemannian metric.

Remark. The coordinate systems of the both sides of above equation are
different, but there will be no confusion.

Proof. Let TSn~l denote the tangent space of Sn~l. From (2) we easily
see that the T571"1 component of (gradΛ)Un-ι is given by (3).

Let d/dt denote the unit vector on R. Then for any vector v^TSn~l

t we
have

^3 ^CY0, vy-~- = (TSn~l component of (gradP*)Un-ι, ^>^T-
ot at

= <grad(P*|5n-0, v>--
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Therefore, we have

Jrβ=grad(Λls»-ι). D

Proof of Theorem. Let g(f) be an integral curve of grad/U) such that
Iimt^+ββ5r(0=0 and let L denote the ω-limit set of lim t^ g(t)/\g(t) \ . Let g(t)
be the integral curve of the blowing-up vector field X with g(ty=Φ~l

Then we easily see that

Lx{0}=the αi- limit set of g(t) and Lx {OJcS^X {0} .

From the elementary general theory of dynamical systems, we easily _see
that L X {0} is a connected closed set and an invariant set by the flow of X9.

Now, at the point x^Sp(Pk)ΓΛSn-1 the following holds:

X i = X ί f o r a n y , W = l , 2 , . . , n .

Thus, the position vector x and gradP^O) are parallel i.e. gradP*U) has
no TSn~l components. Therefore x is a singular point of Pk\sn-ι and the con-
dition dim Sp(Pk)^l means that the singularities of Pk\sn-\ (or equivalently the
singularities of XQ— grad(Pk\sn-ι) are finite and isolated. Since Lx{0} is a
connected set, it is enough to prove that Lx{0} does not contain regular points
of X0. Then Lx {0} is a one point set and L will give the tangential direction

Now, we suppose that Lx{0} contains a regular point pi of X0. Let gPl(t)
be the integral curve of X0 with gPl(0)=pι. Since Lx{0} is invariant by the
flow of X0, we have

M-oo, +oo))cLX{0}.

From Proposition 2.3 there exist unique points lim^-oo £Pl(0 and lim{^+βo^Pl(0,
we set Qι—gPl(— °°} and #2— ̂ Pl(+°°). Then qlr qz are singular points of
Pk sn-i. Since Lx{0} is a closed set, we have ql9 q2<^Lx{Q}.

Now, we take small upper half n -disks D^ and D%2 centered qλ and #2 on
Sn-ίxR+ such that D^r\Sn-lX{()} and £JanSn-1x{0} contain no singular points
of XQ except q l f q2, here R+ denotes the set of non-negative real numbers.
Next we take a flow box WΊ of X on Sn~1xR+ which contains gPί(t) and joins
Z>+ to J5+ (see Fig. 1.).

Since />ιeLx{0}, there exist tι<tz< ••• <ίί< ••• such that

lim^— -ί-cxs, lim g(tt)=pί and £(^)^^i for any ι=l, 2, •••.
l-»+oo t-»+oo

Let HI be the point of the boundary 9DJ2 at which the integral curve g(t) started
from g(tl) leaves Z)J2 for the first time. Since 3/)+2 is compact, the set {ut} has
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the accumulation points. Let pz be one of them. Then />2^S r a - 1X{0} and p2^
Lχ{0}, because if p2£$n~lX{Q} then the integral curve g(t) arrives at two
different points 0 and Φ(p2) but this contradicts Lojasiewicz's theorem.

Dί

Sn" lX{0}

Obviously

Fig. 1.

and (-«>, +oo))cLx {0}

We set ^=lim ί__oo^p2(ί) and q3—lΊmt-*+00gp2(t), then we see that q— q2. Because
if q^q2, we take the upper small half n-disks DJ, D+B and the flow box W2 in
the same way as />+ , D+2 and Wl with D+r\D+2=®, p2^W2 and W^W2=Q (see
Fig. 2.). Since Ui<^W2, the integral curve g(t) which starts from Jf(f t) must pass
through a point of dD%2 different from uτ and must go into DJ and W2 before
it arrives at uτ. But this contradicts the definition of ut.

Now, we have the arc qιq2qs which consists of integral curves gPί(t) and

gp2(t) of X0. If qιq2q3 does not contain a loop, then we repeat the above argu-

ment for D^ and costruct the arc q^q^q^ and so on. Since the singular points

set of XQ is finite, by the above finite constructions we have the arc q^2 ~ qs

which contain a loop T. However, ^0 is the gradient vector field of Pk\sn-\,
thus the function Pk\sn-ι increases along the integral curve of AΌ. This con-
tradics the existance of loop 7. This completes the proof of Theorem. Π

LEMMA 3.2. Let PkW be a non-zero homogeneous polynomiol of degree k
on Rn. If άimSp(Pk)=n, then k is even and Pk(x)—oίrk where a^R and r=
Vxl+' +X*.

Proof. In the proof of theorem we see that Sp(Pk)r\Sn~l is the singular
point set of Pk\sn-ι. Since dim Sp(Pk)=n, we have άιmSp(Pk)Γ\Sn~l= n — 1 i.e.
Pk\sn-ι is a constant function. If k is odd then Pk(—x)=—Pk(x). Thus Pk \sn-\
Ξθ but this contradicts that Pk(x) is non-zero. Hence k is even. We set a =
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Fig. 2.

Pk\sn-ι. Then we have that for any

Π

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f(x)—Pk(x)+Pk+ιW+ ••• be a real analytic function
germ at Oe#n. If dim Sp(Pk)=n, then any integral curve g(t) of g r a d f ( x ) which
tends to Oe/?n has a unique tangential direction at the origin.

Proof. Let X and X0 be as above. Then, XQ is given by (3). From
Lemma 3.2 we see that gradPk

:=kark~2Σ>ΐ=ιXid/dxl and we have X0=Q. Set

X=(l/r)%. Then X is also a C°° vector field on Sn~1χR and X no singular

points on S^xfO}. For x=g(0) the integral curve of X started from Φ'l(x)
meets S^xfO} at a unique point of S71"^^}. This point gives the tangential
direction \im^+oog(t)/\g(t)\. Π

From Theorem and Proposition 3.3 we obtain Corollary.
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